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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the PTSP (Prediction based tracking using sequential Patterns) has been designed. This style 

has achieved a discount within the energy dissipation by the OTSN (Object tracking sensor Network). It’s been 

compared with alternative techniques within the literature and tried to trounce within the energy consumption. 

Voronoi technique has additionally been applied to assist any reduction in networks energy consumption. The energy 

mentioned here represents each the active and sleeping mode energy consumption. There has additionally been a 

major reduction within the missing rate. 

KEY WORDS: prediction based tracking technique using sequential patterns (PTSPs), Object Tracking Sensor 

Network (OTSN), Voronoi Technique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

            Wireless sensor Networks (WSN) is the recent trend that uses an outsized range of nodes. The design of the 

network is versatile and also the nodes are smart to the changes of the atmosphere. The nodes will be deployed in 

hostile environments and huge areas. These networks have the aptitude of observation temperature, pressure, motion, 

vibration and pollutants. This will be applied to military battlefields and currently they're employed in several 

different areas like industrial management, health observation and residential automation. 

Every node within the device network is normally furnished with a radio transceiver, a microcontroller, and 

battery. The nodes are completely different in sizes from the scale of a grain to the scale of a shoe. The value 

conjointly equally varies from a number of pennies to few hundred bucks. These factors have an effect on the node’s 

speed, bandwidth, energy and memory. The essential goals of a WSN are utilized to search out the worth of physical 

variables at any location, categorise the detected objects. These networks use a quite great amount of sensors, low 

energy consumption and cooperative signal process.  

Object chase is one among the intense applications for device networks. There are loads of analysis problems 

that embrace knowledge fusion, aggregation, routing, and energy conservation, etc. Energy saving is that the major 

issue to be self-addressed. The look complexness of those nodes is extremely high. 

             In an OTSN (Object tracking sensor Network), an outsized range of device nodes are put in over the region 

referred to as monitored region. The geographical borders of the monitored region are legendary to the applications 

that rescue the knowledge like the situation, speed, direction, size, and form of a tracked moving object. Base station 

serves to be the interface between the OTSN and applications by giving the command to the network and assembling 

the knowledge from the distributed device nodes. The device nodes are stationary and also the base station has smart 

understanding of the configuration. Deciding the situation, speed, and direction of a moving object desires many 

device nodes to figure along, which can need hierarchical technologies and overlapping levels of sensing. 

Literature Survey: An untapped chance within the field of wireless information liesin low data-rate (& lt; 10 Kbps) 

affordable wireless transceivers that are assembled into distributed networks of detector. This has been applied to 

good buildings, automation and artificial intelligence. The individual nodes do participate solely during a little 

fraction (data rate & lt; 1 Kbps). They’re little, simply able to integrate with the surroundings and have less price. 

The high detector network density confirms adequate repeater nodes for message relay. Thus, the typical wireless 

hop length is below ten m, (mixers and oscillators) increase receive power. In watching detector networks, 

information returning from varied streams of the detector nodes need to be examined dynamically and combined into 

traditional patterns so as to discover potential variations. These problems are taken into thought to realize a better 

level of security in these networks. In order to support information accumulation through economical network 

organization, nodes will be separated into variety of little teams known as clusters. Every cluster consists of a 

organizer, said as a Cluster Head, and a good variety of member nodes. As a result of CHs typically transmit 

information over longer distances, they lose a lot of energy compared to member nodes. 

The network could also be re clustered sometimes for choosing nodes with high energy to function CHs, and 

thus distributing the load uniformly on all the nodes. This network not solely achieves energy potency however 

conjointly the channel rivalry and packet collisions. This methodology of cluster improves the life time of the 

network in studies wherever cluster techniques were principally projected for energy potency functions, the network 

life was significantly prolonged. The protection problems and a few methodology of distinctive faulty nodes are 

Energy potency, Network Life Time, Statistical en-route Filtering, Data Accuracy, Distributed deviation detection 

and Abnormal relationships check. 
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Data Flow Diagram: Wireless detector Network has some important wishes in use of an outsized sort of sensors, 

Attachment of stationary sensors, Low energy consumption, Self-organization capability and cooperative signals 

method. a tool network may be a network of the various tiny disposable low power devices, brought up as nodes, 

that are spatially distributed thus on perform Associate in Nursing application-oriented international task. These 

nodes sort network by human activity with completely different one another} either directly or through alternative 

nodes. One or extra nodes among them will perform sink(s) that are capable of human activity with the user either 

directly or through the prevailing wired networks. the primary component of the network is that the device, essential 

for observance globe physical conditions like sound, temperature, humidity, intensity, vibration, pressure, motion, 

pollutants etc. at utterly completely different locations. The limited device nodes, that accommodates sensing, on 

board processor for process, and human activity elements, leverage the thought of device networks supported 

cooperative effort of an outsized sort of nodes. Among the ordered pattern generation stage, the prediction model is 

made supported an oversized log data} collected from the device network and mixture at the sink throughout an 

information. Producing the genetic activity patterns of object movement among the monitored space. 

 
                                                    Figure.1. Frame work of WSN 

Hierarchically Prediction-Based Query Algorithm: After the groups and their best at cluster probability Suffix 

Tree (GPSTs) are created. The data is shipped to the CHs nominal question and cluster update are usually achieved 

with efficiency. For the query-based OTSN, whereas receiving an issue, the sink firsts predicts the foremost realizable 

cluster that the article is presently set by victimization GPST therefore sends the question to the CH. whereas the CH 

receives the question, it performs another prediction to induce the foremost realizable device which is able to discover 

the article. Once receiving the question, the device invites its neighbors within cluster data Aggregation rule (GDAR) 

to participate in chase the article. 

Group Data Aggregation Algorithm: The update-based OTSN, whereas associate object is detected by a tool, a 

bunch info aggregation technique is initiated. The device performs as a result of the master device that invites its 

neighbors within GDAR to collaborate in chase objects and handles the native info assortment for a quantity. 

Therefore on transmit device info with the minimum current, after that, the master device reports to the CH regarding 

the detected objects and so the id of the device that detects most objects. Finally, the CH any compresses total info 

amount by victimization cluster id and filters redundant info per the species preciseness. 

Acoustic Target Tracking Algorithm: In this paper, it devise and choose a very localised, light-weight, dynamic 

agglomeration rule for single target chase. This think about acoustic target chase, tho' the projected approaches area 

unit usually promptly applied to various types of chase applications. Sensors among the acoustic chase systems 

perform two types of computation. Sensing the energy of signals, .Analyzing and classifying the sound and acting 

the knowledge fusion. The algorithms area unit planning to be enforced in a very centralized and distributed manner 

that will be a unique and important accomplishment. It’ll save various energy and prune the communication load of 

the supporting device networking systems; it will increase its strength to failure and severally the responsibility of 

the chase module. The innovative parts of this proposal believe the powerful methodology and thus the think about 

important problems that area unit among the scope of interest of scientists and engineers. Problems like cluster object 

chase and distributed particle filtering represent substantial analysis challenges that creates this analysis distinctive. 

Utterly totally different techniques area unit planning to be developed throughout this paper outperforming the 

previously existing techniques among the literature, which might be acceptable for on-line implementations. the 

foremost interest area unit planning to be focused on innovative Bayesian techniques, like sequent city methods (also 

observed as particle filters), city Andrei Markov chains and Unscented Kalman filtering and its derivatives are 

accustomed solve the signal chase rule.  The city approach is generic, scalable, and versatile and has opportunities 

for parallelization and distributed implementation. City methods afford natural incorporation of constraints that's 

powerful or uphill with traditional filtering techniques of moving objects unnecessary to mention since the missing 
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rate is that the quantitative relation of the missing reports to the complete vary of reports. Therefore, this quantitative 

relation is not suffering from the increase among the vary of objects. 

Continuous Monitoring Algorithm: Even though it's ostensibly that the number of missing reports will increase, 

this vary area unit planning to be matched with an increase at intervals the vary of total reports. Thus, the quantitative 

relation remains unchanged. Another experiment has put together been conducted to guage but the changes at 

intervals the speed of a moving object may need a sway on the energy consumed by a chase technique. The prediction 

model is to predict succeeding location of associate object and to activate the appropriate sensor. additionally, since 

the CM is best than the SM, once there is a occasional vary of associate object at intervals the network, we tend to 

area unit planning to exclusively use the CM for the wants of comparison against PTSP. This results from the actual 

fact that, once the factor moves with a faster speed, the prediction for the destination sensor area unit planning to be 

harder; thus, a bigger recovery technique is required and, eventually, an increase at intervals the general energy 

consumption of the network. we tend to tend to detected that PTSP was outperforming CM once the factor speed 

was below thirty m/s. this is often thought-about a beautiful performance once place next with the speed of the object; 

chase associate object moving at a speed of twenty 5 m/s, as an example, is not an easy task, if energy saving is to 

boot a component of the chase technique. The energy consumption of the CM is not stricken by the object’s speed, 

as a result of it area unit planning to be forever ready to notice the factor. It’s apparent that, at intervals the context 

of the missing rate levels, PTSP has unbroken Associate in Nursing applicable level of missing rate, though it did 

increase together with the need increase at intervals the item speed. throughout this paper, It have evaluated the three 

previously explained recovery mechanisms (source recovery, destination recovery, and each one neighbors recovery) 

in terms of energy consumption, the provision recovery mechanism is that the simplest in terms of energy 

consumption, that depends on activating the neighboring sensor nodes of this sensor. 

Recovery Mechanism: The next best recovery mechanism is that the all neighbor recovery mechanism, that mixes 

the availability and destination recovery mechanisms by activating all the neighboring sensor nodes of every this 

sensor and so the destination sensor. As for the worst recovery mechanism in terms of energy consumption, it 

completely was the destination recovery mechanism. This recovery mechanism became the worst as a results of it 

required the network to travel through the second a part of recovery extra typically than the alternative recovery 

mechanisms. The second {part of a part of} recovery involves activating all the sensor nodes inside the network; it 

incurs extra energy consumption as compared with the first part of recovery. Therefore, we've chosen the first 

recovery mechanism (source recovery) as our recovery mechanism of choice altogether the previous experiments 

since it completely was the foremost energy-conservative recovery mechanism. 

Algorithm Used in OTSN: Cluster Head: While a detector detects associate object, it invokes a gaggle information 

aggregation then informs a list of detected objects and a device id to the CH. CHs thus collect objects’ moving 

sequences within its cluster. Throughout this section, we tend to tend to initial gift the cluster moving pattern mining 

rule then propose associate economical object chase device network. The cluster moving pattern mining rule has four 

steps: building civil time for each object, constructing a similarity graph on PSTs, extracting highly-connected 

elements, and selecting cluster chance Suffix Tree (GPST). Once the mining is performed, CH sends the cluster 

information to higher layer and gets a gaggle id reciprocally. The cluster information, cluster id and GPST unit of 

measurement utilized within the hierarchically prediction-based question and cluster information aggregation. 

Building PSTs for All Objects the movement information set at intervals the CH could also be a collection of moving 

sequences collected within this cluster. 

 At intervals the step, the CH builds an area time for each object. We propose, with the employment of 

Voronoi technique, a probabilistic leader volunteering procedure, and a device replying methodology. Initially, we 

tend to tend to vary all the part|detector|sensor|device}s to calibrate their relative positions to their neighbors (at the 

CH &lt;-&gt; CH level and so the sensing element & lt;-&gt; detector level) at the time of network activity. The 

Cluster Head alternative depends on the next aspects: 

Initial Energy: This is an important parameter to select the CH. When any algorithm starts it generally considers 

the initial energy. 

Residual Energy: After some of the rounds are completed, the cluster head selection should be based on the energy 

remaining in the sensors. 

 
Figure.2. Voronoi diagram of CHi 
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Then, with the employment of Voronoi diagram, every Cluster Head will calculate and tabulate the chance 

that given a distance estimate between a target and itself, the Cluster Head is nearest to the target. With forming the 

cluster dynamically in step with the route of moving, the projected technique cannot solely decrease the missing-rate 

however may decrease the energy consumption .By reducing the quantity of nodes that participate in following and 

minimizing the communication price, therefore will enhance the life of the entire sensing element networks shown 

in fig.2. 

Energy Efficient Clustering Mechanism: In this method of reforming, when a replacement cluster head is chosen, 

a replacement cluster are going to be fashioned around it. The new cluster is chosen through broadcasting of a 

confirming packet. The detector nodes can check this confirming packet if they're the neighboring nodes. When 

receiving this packet, the new cluster head can sit up for it slow and so move to the sleeping mode. If the time expires, 

it'll broadcast new command packet and so move to the listening mode. 

3. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS 

  
Figure.3. End –to-end latency Figure.4. Packet –delivery ratio 

  
Figure.5. Energy Consumption Figure.6. Object Speed Analysis 

  
Figure.7. Network  Load Analysis Figure.8. Object Speed Analysis 

There are five basic parameters to be analyzed. They are:  End to End Delay, Packet Delivery Ratio, Energy 

Consumption, Network Load Analysis, and Object Speed Analysis. 

End To End Delay: This analysis is taken between PSTN technique and SMAC. In this prediction technique is used 

to define future state energy. End-End delay refers to the time taken for a packet to be transmitted across 

a network from source to destination. In the above graph, as the time increases mobility of SMAC increases and the 

PSTN rate remains constant shown in fig 3. 

Delay                = Inter arrival between 1st and 2nd Packet /Total data packets delivered time 

X axis Time (sec) 

Y axis Mobility (m/sec)+ 

Packet Delivery Ratio: Packet delivery ratio is the ratio between number of received packets received to the number 

of packets sent multiplied by hundred. This is a comparative analysis between SMAC and PSTN, as the time 

increases PSTN mobility gets increased. The greater value of packet delivery ratio means the better performance of 

the protocol is shown in fig 4.Finally Cetain analysis of packets sent and receives shown in fig.6, 7, 8. 

Packet deliver ratio = (Number of packets received / Number of packets sent) ×100 

X axis                   Time in sec 

Y axis                    Mobility (m/sec) 
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Energy Consumption: Energy consumption is defined as the ratio of energy extended in each node on ideal state, 

sleep state, transmitting and receiving state (i.e.) energy consumed in each state to the total average energy consumed 

is shown in fig.5. 

Energy Consumption = (Energy consumed in each node based on ideal sleep transmit and Receive)/(Total 

average energy consumed) 

Transmission Range = Throughput is varied with respect to the receiving signal strength 

X axis                   Mobility (m/sec) 

Y axis                   Energy (Joules) 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Voronoi PTSP algorithm has been proposed. The recovery mechanism followed in this method 

unites the recovery mechanism of the source and destination sensors. Though the energy consumed is a bit more, the 

missing rate is reduced to a larger extent.  
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